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Replacing noble metals in heterogeneous catalysts by 
low-cost substitutes has driven scientific and industrial 
research for more than 100 years. Cheap and ubiquitous 
iron is especially desirable, because it does not bear poten-
tial health risks like, for example, nickel. To purify the 
ethylene feed for the production of polyethylene, the semi-
hydrogenation of acetylene is applied (80 × 
106  tons per annum; 1,2,3). The presence of small and sepa-
rated transition-metal atom ensembles (so-called site-
isolation), and the suppression of hydride formation are 
beneficial for the catalytic performance4,5,6. Iron catalysts 
necessitate at least 50  bar and 100  °C for the hydrogenation 
of unsaturated C–C bonds, showing only limited selectivity 
towards semi-hydrogenation7-13. Recent innovation in cata-
lytic semi-hydrogenation is based on computational screen-
ing of substitutional alloys to identify promising metal 
combinations using scaling functions14 and the experi-
mental realization of the site-isolation concept employing 
structurally well-ordered and in situ stable intermetallic 
compounds of Ga with Pd15-19. The stability enables a 
knowledge-based development by assigning the observed 
catalytic properties to the crystal and electronic structures 
of the intermetallic compounds20,21. Following this ap-
proach, we identified the low-cost and environmentally 
benign intermetallic compound Al13Fe4 as an active and 
selective semi-hydrogenation catalyst. This knowledge-

based development might prove applicable to a wide range 
of heterogeneously catalysed reactions. 

On the iron-poor side of the Al–Fe phase diagram, 
several structurally complex intermetallic compounds with 
more than 100 atoms in the unit cell are formed. In mono-
clinic Al13Fe4

22, the iron atoms are either solely coordinat-
ed by aluminium or arranged in Fe–Al–Fe groups located 
in the cavities of the three-dimensional Al framework, re-
sulting in a complete encapsulation of the potential active 
transition-metal sites by aluminium atoms, thus, following 
the site-isolation concept (Fig. 1a). Single-crystalline 
Al13Fe4 was synthesized from the elements23 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1). Using the same sample for catalytic reactor 
experiments and ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) stability studies, 
in the form of powdered material and single-crystalline 
slices, respectively, allows reducing the so-called materials 
gap24 between reactor and UHV investigations in this study 
to a minimum. This enables the most meaningful compari-
son of the results obtained in the different pressure regimes. 
Catalytic tests on 20  mg of unsupported Al13Fe4 in an in-
dustry-like ethylene feed containing 0.5% C2H2 result right 
from the start in high conversion and a very high ethylene-
selectivity of 81–84% (Fig. 1b). Selectivity towards C4 
compounds formed by C–C coupling amounted to 7–10% 
and higher hydrocarbons were not observed. Only negligi-
ble amounts of carbonaceous deposits were detected  
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Fig. 1a, Unit cell of Al13Fe4 emphasizing the structurally isolated 
Fe–Al–Fe units (Al, green; Fe, blue). b, Conversion (C) and selec-
tivity (S) to ethylene of unsupported Al13Fe4, 5  wt% Pd/Al2O3 and 
an industrial benchmark catalyst in the semi-hydrogenation of 
acetylene over 20  h time on stream (reaction conditions: 0.5% 
C2H2, 5% H2, 50% C2H4 in He, 30  ml  min−1 total flow, 200  °C). 
c, Catalytic properties of Al13Fe4 after treatment in hydrogen and 
oxygen. 
 
 
by Raman spectroscopy and temperature-programmed oxi-
dation measurements after up to 160  h time on stream in 
accordance with the carbon balance of 99–100% deter-
mined from the effluent gas (for details see Supplementary 
Information). In contrast to the very active commercial 
5  wt% Pd/Al2O3, Al13Fe4 shows high stability and only 6% 
lower selectivity towards ethylene than an industrial 
benchmark catalyst. Whereas the benchmark catalyst has  

 
 
Fig. 2a, Fe 2p XPS spectra of the single-crystalline (010) surface 
of Al13Fe4 and elemental Fe foil as a reference with 860 and 
900  eV photon energy, respectively. b, XPS spectra of the Al 2p 
region corresponding to inelastic mean free paths of 6.6, 11.3 and 
14.7  nm30 from top to bottom. 
 
 
been highly optimized for this application, the Al13Fe4 is 
just the material itself without any support or engineering 
applied for optimization. Therefore, we expect that further 
optimization of Al13Fe4 in terms of supporting the material 
or adjusting the particle size may lead to an even better 
performance. 

With two further tests we verified the active role of 
the intermetallic surface. First, Al13Fe4 was subjected to a 
reductive H2 treatment after 20  h time on stream. The selec-
tivity was not influenced by the reductive treatment and the 
initial activity was restored within 1  h (Fig. 1c). In contrast, 
activity and selectivity suffered significantly by treating the 
catalyst in O2 at 200  °C. It takes several hours until the 
activity recovers, and the selectivity does not reach the 
value of the untreated catalyst, revealing detrimental and 
irreversible changes on the surface. Second, the surface of 
Al13Fe4 is slightly oxidized (see below) by handling in air, 
which may lead to Al2O3-supported Fe nanoparticles on the 
intermetallic surface. Therefore, we tested fine and unsup-
ported iron powder as well as a 4  wt% Fe/Al2O3 under 
identical conditions after a reductive pre-treatment, but 
found both to be catalytically inactive for the semi-
hydrogenation of acetylene. 
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Fig. 3, Temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction patterns of Al13Fe4 in 25% H2 (a) and 20% O2 (b) in helium. 
 
 
 
To unambiguously establish the catalytic role of Al13Fe4, 
the stability of the compound under reaction conditions was 
investigated. The surface of Al13Fe4 was characterized by 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Comparison of 
the valence-band XPS spectra of a (010)-oriented single 
crystal of Al13Fe4 with catalytically inactive elemental Fe 
indicates only a slight modification of the electronic struc-
ture around the Fermi energy (Supplementary Fig. S5). Fe 
2p core-level spectra in Fig. 2 reveal only one signal at-
tributed to Al13Fe4 with fine differences to elemental iron 
(small shift, decreased half-width, reduced asymmetry) and 
exclude the presence of additional Fe nanoparticles that 
would broaden the Fe 2p peak towards higher binding en-
ergy. The differences are typical for intermetallic com-
pounds of transition metals and main group elements with 
isolated transition-metal atoms, for example Pd in GaPd17, 
and are attributed to the altered electronic structure, leading 
to a different screening of the core hole. The signals in the 
Al 2p region of the XPS spectra are assigned to three Al-
containing species (Fig. 2b). Al13Fe4 gives rise to a contri-
bution that is split into two signals by spin–orbit coupling 
at 72.5 and 72.9  eV. In addition, the signals of Al2O3 
(75.5  eV) and of another oxidized Al compound at 74.0  eV 
are detected. Both signals from the oxidized species mono-
tonically decrease with increasing information depth, re-
sulting in a hypothetically perfect Al2O3 layer with a 
thickness of only 6.9  Å25, whereas the signals associated 
with Al13Fe4 increase in intensity. The partial oxidation and 
the absence of elemental iron on the surface can be ex-
plained by the small, but significant, homogeneity range of 
Al13Fe4, which allows withdrawing the Al partly without 
destroying the compound. As the single crystal showed the 
expected sharp low-energy electron diffraction pattern for 
Al13Fe4, the intermetallic surface can only be covered part-
ly by the oxide. Calculating the elemental ratios of the Al, 
Fe and O signals shows that Al2O3 and Al13Fe4 are close to 
their nominal composition. Investigating the material under 
acetylene hydrogenation conditions by high-pressure XPS, 
the electronic states remained widely unaffected (Fig.2), 

indicating an unaltered surface, and thus the presence of 
Al13Fe4 under reaction conditions. Carbon depth profiling 
of Al13Fe4 implied only surface carbon, as opposed to ele-
mental Pd catalysts where subsurface carbon plays a crucial 
role for the selectivity26. 

To demonstrate the in situ bulk stability of Al13Fe4, 
the compound was studied by bulk-sensitive techniques. In 
situ X-ray powder diffraction in reducing or oxidizing at-
mospheres revealed the stability of the bulk structure up to 
temperatures of 450  °C (Fig. 3). The stability in a reducing 
atmosphere was also corroborated by combined differential 
thermal analysis and thermal gravimetric measurements 
(Supplementary Fig. S6). Being very sensitive to hydride 
formation, prompt gamma activation analysis (PGAA) was 
applied to Al13Fe4 in a mixture of propyne, ethylene and 
hydrogen in 1:5:7 ratios at 200  °C. Whereas it shows a high 
selectivity of 90% towards propylene, Al13Fe4 did not dis-
solve hydrogen in the bulk. Even in a pure hydrogen at-
mosphere, no hydrogen uptake was detected. Combination 
of surface- and bulk-sensitive methods clearly shows that 
Al13Fe4 does not change under reaction conditions, and 
allows unambiguously assigning the catalytic properties to 
the intermetallic compound. 

The stability of Al13Fe4 under reaction conditions is 
due to the covalent interactions revealed by quantum chem-
ical calculations within the electron localizability/electron 
density approach27. In combination with the low iron con-
tent, this results in highly stable isolated iron-containing 
ensembles. This structural motif is in strong contrast to 
elemental iron, where the large number of neighbouring Fe 
atoms leads to strong adsorption of the reactants, resulting 
in the characteristic activity of elemental Fe in C–C cou-
pling reactions such as Fischer–Tropsch catalysis and car-
bon nanotube synthesis28,29. In Al13Fe4, the structural 
situation resembles that of the Ga-only coordinated Pd 
atoms in the intermetallic compound GaPd, which proved 
to be an excellent semi-hydrogenation catalyst15. Similar 
investigations on the intermetallic compound Al13Co4 re-
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sulted in comparable properties, showing that Al13Fe4 is not 
an exceptional case. 

Guided by the site-isolation concept, the noble-
metal-free and environmentally benign intermetallic com-
pound Al13Fe4 was identified as a potent and low-cost re-
placement for Pd-based hydrogenation catalysts. The in situ 
stable intermetallic compound exhibits excellent catalytic 
properties, which are assigned to the combination of site-
isolation and the alteration of the electronic structure by the 
chemical bonding. Our results show the possibility to tailor 
the catalytic properties of cheap 3d transition metals by 
formation of intermetallic compounds with abundant p-
elements—an approach that should be broadly applicable in 
heterogeneous catalysis. Further work will be performed to 
reveal and understand the underlying elementary reaction 
steps as well as to test the transferability to other reactions. 
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